


What You Need To Know About Gutters

Materials
Gutters come in various materials, sizes and colors. It is no surprise then, 
why consumers feel so perplexed when it comes to purchasing the right  
gutter system for their home. 

Wood, vinyl, aluminum, steel and copper are some of the materials that 
gutters and downspouts are made of. Wood is the least popular because of 
its high maintenance and price. Vinyl is great for do-it-yourselfers and can 
be found at home-improvement centers. Aluminum gutters are the most 
common. Primary aluminum is the thickest and most consistent kind. 
Avoid secondary aluminum, a recycled product that’s often plagued by 
inconsistent thickness. Metal gutters are made in sheet metal shops and 
require gutter specialists to install them. 

Types of Gutters
Sectional types are sold in 10ft. to 22ft. long pieces. They are either made 
of vinyl, painted aluminum or pre-painted steel. Gutter sections are joined 
together by snap-in-place connectors. All sectional systems have end caps, 
corner pieces and drop outlets for connecting to downspouts. The negative 
to sectional systems is that there is a potential for leaks through the seams. 
One positive is that they can be installed by either the homeowner or by  
a professional installer.

Seamless gutters are the most popular type today. The biggest selling point 
is that they don’t have any seams which could potentially leak. The sections 
join only at inside and outside corners and at downspout outlets. Seam-
less gutters are usually formed from aluminum that has a baked-on finish, 
but they may be made from copper or factory-painted steel. They are made 
with a special machine that’s brought to your home by a gutter contractor. 
These types of gutters can not be installed by do-it-yourselfers.





Good gutters should to be an integral part of a home’s exterior. Old,  
damaged or defective rain gutters can cause a lot of damage. When  
a gutter clogs, the water is not diverted properly and overflows into either 
the house or foundation. This can cause wood rot, foundation problems 
and landscaping erosion. In addition to damage to your home, a rain  
gutter clogged with soggy leaves and debris is the perfect breeding ground 
for mold and mildew, as well as mosquitoes and other pests. When  
considering a new gutter system, a home owner must take several things 
into account: among them, price, aesthetics and how the rain gutter needs 
to perform depending on the area in which they live. Does the area have 
extreme temperatures, heavy snow and rain, or ice storms? Are there a lot 
of trees in the vicinity? All these questions need to be taken into  
consideration when deciding on what type of rain gutter system to install.

Design
If the primary purpose of gutters is to collect water from the roof and 
direct it away from the home where it could cause damage, then the first 
thing you want to know is whether or not your gutter system is properly  
designed. Good systems drain in such a way as to keep water out from  
under your foundation while keeping your fascia, siding and paint dry. 

Material
There are several different types of material used to make rain gutters. 
Vinyl is great for do-it-yourselfers and can be found at home-improvement 
centers. The gutters can be easily installed by the homeowner because they 
are simple to cut and configure. The drawback to a vinyl gutter is that it  
is susceptible to brittleness with age and extreme cold. 

Aluminum, another popular choice, is more prone to denting, but its  
color weathers well. It is very adaptable and most often used in seamless 
rain gutter systems. Aluminum is the most common product used today. 
The gutter holds more water than traditional wood gutters, and this is  
the product which is generally recommended.

Less frequently used materials include galvanized and stainless steel.  
Copper is also an attractive choice, but more expensive than the rest.  
Copper also requires a more expert installer. Wood is another material 
used for rain guttering, most often in restoration projects.

Type
The two main types of rain gutter systems are sectional and seamless.  
Sectional systems lend themselves more to do-it-yourself installations due  
to the high configurability of the parts. They are made up of either vinyl  
or aluminum sections that are fastened together. 

How to Select a Gutter System



A drawback of sectional rain gutters is that the joints are prone to  
developing leaks. Gutter add-ons, such as screens and filters, help these 
basic rain gutters stay clog free. A gutter topper is a covering which allows 
water to flow along a contoured “lip” which feeds into your rain gutter. 
This keeps debris and animals out of your rain gutter.

The second type of rain gutter system is the seamless rain gutter. This  
is a no-clog system which catches and routes water down and out while 
diverting leaves and debris to the ground. This type of rain gutter is quickly 
becoming a favorite choice due to its durability, seamless appearance and 
easy maintenance.
 
Gutter Covers
Gutter covers are used to help keep gutters clear of debris and they are 
getting better and better each generation. Initially, manufacturers produced 
galvanized, vinyl-coated metal or plastic screens. More recently, cover-like 
gutter guards have been introduced. Some snap into place; others roll out 
of the factory with gutter and cover molded into one piece. Unless you live 
in an area with few trees or you enjoy climbing up on a ladder and cleaning 
out gutters, you probably want to consider some kind of cover or guard.



The first thing you want to ask when getting an estimate is what 
gauge the aluminum is. Coil stock is sold in several thicknesses,  
including .032, .027, and .025 inch. The general rule of thumb is 
that thicker is better so be sure to specify the thicker .032 material. 

Next you want to compare the price, the durability, maintenance 
requirements and warranties when buying gutters. The price of  
gutters range from about $4 to $20 per linear foot depending  
on the material you choose.

Finally, check the warranty. For gutters and accessories, look for  
a warranty that runs at least 20 years, though a lifetime backing  
is preferable. For labor, one-year coverage is the minimum. Also 
be sure the contractor has completion insurance, which continues 
coverage on the gutters if he goes out of business.

To ensure proper installation, check references, and drive by finished jobs. 
Ask your friends, neighbors and co-workers for suggestions. Check the local 
Better Business Bureau website. These are all good resources. You might 
also contact professional associations, the yellow pages, the Internet or  
ads in your local area. Just make sure you choose one with extensive  
knowledge of and experience with a variety of gutter systems and one that 
has an iron-clad policy of standing behind its products and installation. 
You’ll also want to make sure your contractor is: 

 licensed, insured and bonded 
 financially stable
 an approved installer of a particular system 
 committed to quality control and safety procedures 

 

You might also look at these helpful websites: 
 National Association of the Remodeling Industry 

 www.nari.org
 National Association of Home Builders 

 www.nahb.org
 Better Business Bureau 

 www.bbb.org

Choosing a Gutter Contractor
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Fascia Replacement
New gutters need a solid fascia surface upon which to be mounted.  If rotted boards 
need to be replaced, there is a charge per linear feet. Fascia boards narrower than 3” 
in width must be built out to provide proper support for hanging your new gutters 
and require an additional charge per linear feet.

Gauge
The thickness or the gauge of the gutter is very important. Primary aluminum is the 
thickest and most consistent available. The gauges range from .019 to .032 inches. 
The optimal thickness is .032 inches so when buying aluminum gutters, insist on 
primary aluminum, which is the best. 

Mitres (Corners)
When a company fabricates the corners onsite using the same material as the rest 
of the house, the advantage is that there is one seam instead of 3 and it’s a cleaner 
look overall. 

Run Height
The height (in stories) at which each gutter run will be located (1st story, 2nd story 
etc.). This is used to determine the length of downspout needed.

Run Length
A straight section of gutter mounted against the fascia board. It is measured in 
linear feet, which measures the same as regular feet.    

Seamless Gutter Machine
The chosen gutter material is rolled through the forming machine to create  
a continuous piece of gutter that is custom sized to your home.

Glossary of Gutter Terms



1. Why are gutters important?

2. What are some reasons to replace my gutters?

3. How can I tell if my gutters aren’t draining properly?

4. What are the different types of gutters available?

5. Do gutters come in various shapes and sizes?

6. Why should I replace my gutters if there is nothing wrong with   
 them? Isn’t it easier and cheaper to just cover them up to prevent   
 them from clogging?

7. Can I install gutters on my own?

8. What does “Limited Lifetime Warranty” mean?

9. I have more questions!

1. Why are gutters important?

There’s not much glamour in gutter protection systems, but according to experts, 
a properly installed gutter protection system can protect your home from serious 
damage year-round. Every serious home owner should know that old, damaged or 
defective gutters have the potential to cause damage to your home. 

When gutters clog and the water is not diverted properly, it will overflow into 
either the house or the foundation. This can cause wood rot, foundation problems, 
ice damming, and landscaping erosion. Damages associated with clogged gutters 
are many, however, this fall you can avoid a great deal of expenses and unwanted 
hassles by installing a gutter protection system. 

Gutter protection systems help keep basements and crawlspaces dry, protect siding 
and windows from harmful backsplash, and prevent staining and rotting the walls 
of your house. In addition to causing damage to your home, gutters clogged with 
soggy leaves and debris are also the perfect breeding ground for mold and mildew, 
as well as mosquitoes and other pests who are known disease carriers. 

So while they may not be flashy, gutters are an important feature of the home, 
which require a balance of practicality and aesthetics.

Frequently Asked Questions About Gutters



2. What are some reasons to replace my gutters?

• Clogged or leaky gutters are one of the biggest causes of basement leaks,    
 mold and other foundation problems. Also, standing water in gutters is one 
 of the common places mosquitoes breed – mosquitoes are known disease carriers.

• Old worn out gutters look ugly and reduce the value of your property. 

• Your old gutters may have become bent or dented or may be pulling away from   
 your property in a manner that they cannot just be reattached or reworked. 

• Your old seamed gutters may have begun to pull apart or have drippy leaks and   
 you would like to replace them. 

• You want to change the color of your gutters. 

• The drainage of your current guttering is not sufficient so you want to install  
 a larger size gutter and downspout system. Most homes and commercial  
 properties have 5 inch gutters with 2x3 downspouts, but we can install 6 inch   
 gutters with 3x4 downspouts when necessary. 

• According to experts, gutter cleaning for an average sized home containing 150
 feet of gutters costs approximately $75, and should be cleaned twice a year.
 Over a 30 year period, the total cost would be $4500. By comparison, a lifetime
 lasting gutter protection system, at the price of $15 per foot, would only cost 
 $2250 for the average sized home. This makes gutter cleaning twice as costly as
 having a covered gutter protection system installed. And this calculation doesn’t
 even count the cost of damage to a home that can be caused by sub-standard
 gutters.

3. How can I tell if my gutters aren’t draining properly?

If during a rainfall, you can hear the water slapping the ground, pouring over the 
sides of the gutter, there may be a blockage or the gutter itself may not be aligned 
evenly. If you notice paint peeling or corroded wood that means the gutter is most 
likely clogged and is causing the water to overflow and run down the back of gutter 
along the exterior walls of the house. If you notice mold or if you see puddles of 
water forming around the outside of your house it’s a sure sign that there are drain-
age problems. 

4. What are the different types of gutters available?

All gutters are either sectional or seamless. They come in various materials, sizes 
and colors. See the “How to Select a Gutter System” section for more details.

Frequently Asked Questions About Gutters



5. Do gutters come in various shapes and sizes?

Yes. Most gutters come in several shapes and sizes called profiles. These include U-
shape as well as K-shape configurations. In K-shape configurations the ogee-shaped 
front looks like the letter K allowing the system to have more of a crown molding 
look rather than a boxy appearance. See the “How to Select a Gutter System” sec-
tion for more details.

 
6. Why should I replace my gutters if there is nothing wrong with them? 
Isn’t it easier and cheaper to just cover them up to prevent them from 
clogging?

Your conventional gutter was designed to be cleaned regularly. Even the best add-on 
gutter covers often compromise the integrity of the roof. At best they allow longer 
periods between cleanings, and when cleaning is necessary, they must often be 
uninstalled to give access to the trough. In the long run, your best bet is to go with 
a covered gutter protection system, which is designed to be maintenance-free. That 
way - you will never have to clean or replace your gutters again!

7. Can I install gutters on my own?

Certainly, if you are a regular Mr. do-it-yourself and are comfortable on a ladder, 
you can put up sectional gutters but you’ll need a qualified professional to install 
the seamless gutter protection system. 

8. What does “Limited Lifetime Warranty” mean?

Limited Lifetime Warranty means that your product will be free of defects for the 
life of the product. This does not mean the product will last your lifetime. In order 
words, if you move or sell your house, the gutter warranty will no longer be appli-
cable to the new home owners. 

9. Have more questions?

No problem. To get a chance to ask the tough questions of a highly qualified expert 
in your area just pick up the phone and call 800-396-7404. Take charge and protect 
your home starting now! 

Frequently Asked Questions About Gutters


